
                        

                        

 Values and standards for human behaviour are 
known since people began living in society. 
Throughout times, Mankind has been building 
an important patrimony of moral principles 
and ethical rules, which support the possibility 
of living together, sharing and bargaining, in 
spite of different interests or points of view. 
And, in spite of different cultures or relig-
ions, the same principles and rules can 
be found throughout the world. 
 

 
 
Economics is a social activity performed 
through relations between people. As Max 
Weber stated, “ethical values adopted by 
society shape the way individuals behave 
in economic decisions”. 

 EDITORIAL BY PEDRO AUGUSTO ALMEIDA FREIRE  

 
 
In our times of global economy, the 
United Nations, in 2009, through the 
Manifesto on Global Economic Ethic 
claims that universal and sustainable 
prosperity depend on a values-based 
commercial exchange and coopera-
tion, for all those who take part or are 
affected by economic activities. 
 
 
The principle of humanity and the ba-
sic values of non-violence and re-
spect to life, justice and solidarity, 
honesty and tolerance, and mutual 
esteem and partnership are enunci-
ated in the Manifesto, as fundamental for 
a global economic ethic. 
 
 
To enforce these values is the aim of the 
Employers’ Group of the European Eco-
nomic and Social Committee (EESC), 
when proposing a Code of Ethics for 
European Employers, as a public 
commitment of European employ-
ers to the compliance with the UN 
Global Compact Manifesto, as well 
as a framework for the creation of 
rules and regulations for companies 
which choose to build their own specific 
codes. 
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 MEMBERS' VOICES   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 
A member of Employers’ Group of the European Eco-
nomic and Social Committee (EESC),  Alfredas Jonuška 
is Director General of the Siauliai Chamber of 
Commerce, Industry and Crafts of Lithuania. 

Alfredas Jonuška’s main topics of interest are: labor mi-
gration and mobility as related problems of 
‘emptying countries’, youth entrepreneurship, 
employment and training, opportunities for sen-
iors to engage in the labor market, single transport 
and energy markets issues. 
 
He shared: ”being a member of the Committee has 
a goal to represent the employers’ interests. 
The experience I have gained in organizations 
representing business is useful in the considera-
tion and preparation of opinions at the EESC”. It is 
Mr. Jonuška’s first term in the Committee. He partici-
pates in the INT (Single Market, Production and Con-
sumption), SOC (Employment, Social Affairs and Citizen-
ship) and REX (External Relations) sections. 
 
According to him, “Europe competes in the world. I 
think in the process of maintenance of the Euro-
pean economic strength, the single market has a 
lot of advantages in comparison with the bilateral 
agreements of each country.”  

 
 Georgios Drakopoulos studied 
Tourism Management in Greece 
(TEI Athens), Hotel Manage-
ment in Glion, Switzerland and 
holds an MSc in Tourism Studies 
from Surrey University, UK.   
 
With more than 25 years ex-
perience in tourism, he has been 
invited to many international 
conferences and has produced 
several research works about 
the industry.   
 
As from 1997, Mr. Drakopoulos 
serves as Director General of 
SETE, the Association of 
Greek Tourism Enterprises.  
 

 Alfredas Jonuška (LT) 
 

Member of Group I 

He represents SETE in the United Nations World Tour-
ism Organization - UNWTO, the European Economic 
and Social Committee - EESC and the European Tourism 
& Travel Action Group.  
 
During the period 1998-2011 Georgios Drakopoulos 
was actively involved in the Affiliate Members of UN-
WTO. In March 2012, he was elected Chairman of the 
Executive Board, AM / UNWTO. 
 
He speaks English, French, German and has a working 
knowledge of Spanish.  
  
Within the EESC, his priority is to increase awareness 
about tourism across the EU Member States. In his 
words, "I want to contribute, along with the col-
leagues in the EESC, to the amelioration of the 
factor conditions necessary to improve the sus-
tainable development of tourism in order to 
maximize the benefits for the local economies 
and create more employment positions".  

Georgios Drakopoulos 
(EL) 
 

Member of Group I 

“  Along EESC 

colleagues, I want 

to improve the 

sustainable  

development of 

tourism,  

maximize the 

benefits for the 

local economies 

and create more  

employment   

positions  ” 
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 Johann Koeltringer, a 49-year-old Austrian member of the  
European Eco-
nomic and Social 
C o m m i t t e e 
(EESC), has been 
part of the Em-
ployers’ Group 
since 1999. He has 
focused his work 
on European 
affairs, espe-
cially in the eco-
nomic sector, 
a g r i c u l t u r e , 
food industry, 
technolog ies , 
e n v i r o n -
ment, transport 
and energy, es-

pecially renewable energies and bio-
mass. 
 
Mr. Koeltringer is Head of Unit in the 
Austrian Raiffeisen Association, the 
leading association of cooperative- 

based companies in Austria, working in the agriculture, 
food industry, banking and other areas. He is 
Managing Director of the Austrian Dairy 
Association and some other organisations 
within the dairy industry. 
 
Johann Koeltringer is Vice-President of 
the Raiffeisen Climate protection Ini-
tiative, which focuses on CR and cli-
mate-relevant issues for the whole Raif-
feisen group. 
  
"Europe is of utmost importance for our life 
and our industry. Good information on de-
velopments in Brussels is relevant for our 
members’ work. Things are changing rather 
fast and it is our task to give input to direct 
the development of European policies for 
a fruitful and favourable development of our 
economy for the sake of our people. 
The economic crisis gives an additional 
challenge to explain Europe at national 
level and shows that major problems 
can only be solved at European level," 
underlines Koeltringer.  

Johann Koeltringer
(AT) 
 

Member of Group I 

 GROUP I OPINIONS    

Cooperatives and restructuring, CCMI/093 

 In Europe there are 160,000 cooperative enterprises 
owned by 123 million members, providing jobs for 5.4 
million people. By their very nature and the 
business model they provide, coopera-
tives are contributing to the EU 2020 
strategy. They are contributing to 
social and territorial cohesion. They 
are organising new and innovative 
business models to increase competi-
tiveness. All this should be highlighted in 
2012, the International Year of Coopera-
tives. 
 
The object of the opinion “Cooperatives 
and restructuring”, CCMI/093 by 
Marie Zvolská is to highlight how coop-
erative enterprises, because of their 
particular business model, anticipate 
and manage change in industry and 

services in the current crisis, the impact on em-
ployment being particularly severe. 

 
With the notable exception of some sectors, 
cooperatives represent a limited part of the 
European economy. However data reported 
in the opinion show that in times of crisis 
cooperatives are more resilient and 
stable than other forms of enterprise as 
well as they develop new entrepreneurial 
initiatives. This can be attributed to the 
specificity of the cooperative enterprises: 
their long-term approach, their strong 
territorial roots, their promotion of 
members’ interests, and their focus on 
cooperation among themselves. The mani-
fested cooperative excellence is important to 
disseminate and develop in national and EU 
policies.  

We feature some of the opinions with rapporteurs from Group I, 

adopted during the 480th Plenary session on April 25th and 26th:  

 

“  Europe is of 

utmost impor-

tance for our life 

and our indus-

try. The crisis 

shows that ma-

jor problems 

can only be 

solved at Euro-

pean level  ” 

Marie Zvolská (CZ) 
 

Member of Group I 
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In its opinion by Anna Nietyksza, entitled 
“European venture capital funds”, 
INT/620, the EESC supports the European 
Commission initiative on the establishment 
of a "single passport" for European ven-
ture capital funds that will provide the 
equivalent of a 'protected designa-
tion' (Appellation Contrôlée) if the fund is reg-
istered in a European country and has com-
pleted a set of criteria. This initiative aims to 
attract international investors from third 
countries to European SMEs, where ac-
cess to finance has been reduced due to 
the implementation of prudential requirements. 
 
Europe has a great need of efficient and 
innovative SMEs in the field of high tech-
nology, which also contribute to job crea-
tion. However the EESC wishes to draw the 
attention of the Commission and Parliament on tax obsta-
cles to a genuine European passport which may dis-
courage investors and that the Commission pro-
posal does not provide a solution. 
 

It is also necessary to expand the catego-
ries of eligible investors, including indi-
vidual investors by lowering the invest-
ment threshold to a new minimum of 
100,000 euro, because for some countries 
it is still too high. Second, funds of funds 
should be authorised to invest a larger 
percentage in new instruments, because 
they combine the less experienced investors 
to evaluate the potential risks. 
 
Finally, this initiative is part of a series of 
measures to promote the emergence of a 
significant capital market which funds the 
development of high technology and innova-
tive European industries. The EESC consid-
ers it urgent to stimulate the financing 
of innovative European start-ups in the 
areas of IT and "green" through meas-

ures, including legislative, fiscal and public aid. It 
is through these SMEs that growth and employ-
ment creation will be ensured and the objectives 
of the 2020 Strategy achieved.  

 GROUP I OPINIONS    

 

 

European venture capital funds, INT/620  

Anna Katarzyna 
Nietyksza (PL) 

 
Member of Group I 

                      Dimitris Dimitriadis      Heidi Lougheed          Reet Teder        Eve Päärendson 
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 GROUP I EVENTS     

Group I Debate with Horst Reichenbach “What Investments for Greece”, 

28 March  

 On 28 March 2012, Henri Malosse, President of the Em-
ployers' Group of the EESC hosted a debate with Dr. 
Horst Reichenbach, head of the European Com-
mission Task Force for Greece, entitled "what 
investments for Greece?" The discussion was at-
tended by Ambassador Andreas Papastavrou of the 
Permanent Representation of Greece to the EU. 
 
Dr Reichenbach has been Vice President of the European 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development and Director 
General at the European Commission. The highlights of 
his speech were: 
 
• Decisions must be speedily enforced now and should 
not be put into question. He does not share the 
scenario of bankruptcy being beneficial for 
Greece 

• E.U solidarity for Greece has been very strong. In 
order to attract foreign investments, the recipe is 
to have domestic investments, as it is essential 
to create a business climate 

• Support of Chambers and Greek business com-
munity is indispensable to achieve the invest-
ment targets. Uncertainty regarding Greece’s stay 
in the Euro zone has been removed following the 
"haircut" of the private sector involvement 

• The Task Force is there to assist Greece in 
solving its problems and not to solve the problems 
of Greece 

• There has been a noticeable improvement in the 
absorption rate of Community funds by 
Greece which is currently above the E.U average. 
The EU financing of SMES amounting to 4 bn 
Euro will be available in the following months 

• Absorption of Community funds is coupled with 
structural adjustments in the public sector which are 
underway and subject to a relevant Roadmap (January 
2012) 

 
In the ensuing debate, members expressed doubts 
whether the austerity programme will succeed 
and reservations regarding communications be-
tween the Task Force and organizations of the private 
sector. Nevertheless, there was a very positive impres-
sion concerning the overall approach of the Task Force 
vis-à-vis Greece. 
 
Summing up the debate, Dr. Anna Bredima, Employers' 
Group Member who had the initiative for inviting Dr. 
Reichenbach, said that: "Dr. Reichenbach is not the 
Deus-ex-machina for Greece". His answer lay in an-
other ancient Greek saying: “together with the assis-
tance of goddess Athena, you should also act”.  

    Ambassador Andreas Papastavrou             Horst Reichenbach                     Henri Malosse 
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 GROUP I EVENTS    

 In the context of the new initiative of the European 
Commission related to the competitiveness of the EU 
fashion industries, the EESC Employers’ Group coorgan-
ised with the European Commission a workshop to 
discuss the strengths, challenges and opportunities 
faced by the fashion industries and to identify ways 
to promote their sustainable growth and competi-
tiveness. The objective of this event was to enable all the 
stakeholders to contribute to the drafting process of the 
future Communication of the European Commission on 
fashion industries. 
 
According to Daniel Calleja Crespo, Director-General of 
DG Enterprise and Industry, "the fashion industry is com-
plicated; we are at a crossroads between the creative 
sector and the service one. It is a competitive industry, 
there is often pessimism but the EU has the technical 
knowledge and products with high added value... 
The EC wants to make sure that the European 
fashion sector is given the necessary conditions for 
stability so its opportunities are not wasted.” A 
recent study he quoted showed that the industry em-
ploys 5 million people and contributes to 3% of the 
EU's GDP. 
 
The event was hosted by the President of the Employers’ 
Group, Henri Malosse, who said: ”the fashion sector is a 
leading one, but one which has not received adequate 
attention over the past years. I am convinced that 
there are job opportunities in fashion, it is an im-
portant industry, and many young people continue 
to dream of it. We must develop a European know-
how, and create and produce in Europe.  

The European identity needs to be reinforced in 
the symbol of the ‘made in Europe’ brand. “ 
 
Emmanuelle Butaud-Stubbs, member of the Employers' 
Group and General Delegate of the Union of Textile 
Industries, mentioned the European dimension as a pri-
ority. According to her, "there is much to be done to 
stimulate cooperation between actors who do not typi-
cally cooperate, e.g. designers and distributors. The 
COSME programme shows that the Commis-
sion understands the importance of the fashion 
industry… Opportunities on a European level include 
the spreading of innovation/creativity, funding, skills and 
mobility". 
 
Among the key points raised were:  
- the EESC considers that it is the right moment to 
strengthen European industry and the case of the 
fashion industry can be a good example  
- how to devise mechanisms to increase invest-
ment opportunities and Europe's position in the 
world; the issue of access to finance is key (niches, 
covered by guarantee schemes) 
- access to raw materials and access to markets: 
domestic markets and internationalization, especially for 
SMEs 
- intellectual property rights (IPR) and the fight 
against counterfeiting 
 
You can find the detailed report of the event, speakers’ 
presentations and photos here: 
http://www.eesc.europa.eu/?i=portal.en.events-and-
activities-european-fashion-industries 

Group I Workshop on the European Fashion Industries, 13 April 

Sabrina Tesoka   Emmanuelle Butaud-Stubbs    Danièle Clutier   Daniel Calleja Crespo    Henri Malosse      Anna Maria Darmanin 
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 In the context of austerity and weakened states, com-
panies are becoming more and more involved in 
public goods and general interest, especially mul-
tinational European companies. However, these 
new responsibilities often come with certain dis-
trust. 
 
The employers, running these companies, have to 
deal with the question of the values they want to 
share and more generally the question of their ethics. 
  
 

To address this and allow an exchange of experiences, 
the Employers' Group of the EESC held a public hearing 
entitled "Introducing a Code of Ethics for European Em-
ployers" on 19 April 2012. The objective of this hearing 
was to introduce the participants to the code of 
ethics that was drafted by the Employers' Group 
for European employers but also to debate on the 
issues raised in the document, including: 
• How much should the employers disclose 
about their companies? 

• How should employers take their partners 
and environment into account in their daily 
work? 

 
The event also aimed at facilitating a lively exchange be-
tween European employers, European companies, foun-
dations, social partners, public authorities and other 
stakeholders as well as identifying best practices. 

The hearing was hosted by Henri Malosse, President of 
the Employers’ Group. In his words: “I am calling on a 
European identity of citizens based on values. 
This code of ethics enables European employers 
to gather around these values”.  
 
The Code of ethics was an initiative of Henri 
Malosse, following the “Business and Ethics” 
meeting in Sopot (29-30 Sept 2011). It was elabo-
rated by Milena Angelova, Pedro Augusto 
Almeida Freire, Brenda King and Johannes Klee-
mann. 

Mr. Almeida Freire shared: “Nowadays we work in 
networks, and to regulate these networks and 
relationships, we need codes. The idea of the 
code is to motivate European employers to cre-
ate their own code of ethics for their companies."  
 
Among the key points raised were: 
• the Principle of Humanity 
• the Principle of Reciprocity 
• ethical standards: reverence for life, truthfulness, 
justice and fairness, equal treatment 

• 11 rules of conduct for European employers 
 
 
You can find the detailed report of the event, speakers’ 
presentations and photos here: 
http://www.eesc.europa.eu/?i=portal.en.events-and-
activities-code-ethics-employer 

Group I Public Hearing "Introducing a Code of Ethics  

for European Employers", 19 April 

            Milena Angelova   Denis Stokkink            Johannes Kleemann   Evelyne Pichenot  Pedro Augusto Almeida Freire 
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 Thursday, 29 March 2012 witnessed the launch of the 
www.EntrepreneurEnvoy.org web portal, a concrete 
proposal following the work of members of the Euro-
pean Economic and Social Committee (EESC). Recog-
nizing the need to encourage and support entre-
preneurship in Europe, a group of dedicated en-
trepreneurs decided to create the Entrepreneur 
Envoy Portal. The Committee looked at 
“Entrepreneurship as a mechanism to exit the 
financial crisis” and held seminars with young Euro-
pean entrepreneurs to identify the key barriers and op-
portunities to entrepreneurship. 
 

The purpose of the portal is to create a cohesive ap-
proach to entrepreneurship across the EU institutions 
and to engage real entrepreneurs in the policy debates 
that affect them. It is driven by the idea that entrepre-
neurship must be looked at from a broader perspective, 
than the traditional viewpoint of individuals creating and 
developing businesses for economic purposes and profit.  

 MEMBERS’ LIFE    

Madi Sharma launches the Entrepreneur Envoy web portal promoting 

entrepreneurship at the European Parliament, 29 March 

In two commitments toward entrepreneurs across Europe, 
Antonio Tajani, Vice-President of the European Com-
mission responsible for Industry and Entrepreneurship, 
stated he is "ready for a strong cooperation with the 
European institutions and organisations of entre-
preneurs" to promote entrepreneurship. He said 
that it is important for the Commission to listen to young 
people and continued "we want to increase the num-
ber of young entrepreneurs – especially women 
entrepreneurs." 
 

To launch the web portal and discuss European entrepre-
neurship Lidia Geringer de Oedenberg, MEP, together with 
Madi Sharma, a European entrepreneur and Member of the 
EESC Employers’ Group hosted a conference entitled 
"The European Faces of Entrepreneurship", at the 
European Parliament in Brussels. The event was attended 
by Anna Maria Darmanin, EESC Vice-President, Henri 
Malosse, EESC Employers' Group President, and Goncalo 
Lobo Xavier, member of the EESC Employers' Group.  

     Madi Sharma                      Antonio Tajani      Gonçalo Lobo Xavier     Henri Malosse       Arnaldo Abruzzini 
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Echoing the evils of corruption and blunders that beset 
privatisation processes in some central and eastern Euro-
pean countries in transition, Mr. Krawczyk said that 
the process can only be beneficial to a country if 
"good regulatory, administrative, legal and institu-
tional frameworks are in place". He stopped short of 
recommending one particular method of privatisation to 
be pursued by Belarus and said that the most appropriate 
one should be decided after a thorough assessment of 
the economy's needs and taking into account the coun-
try's political situation. 
 
This assessment should be carried out by means of "a 
comprehensive reflection and discussion involving 
Belarusian civil society, decision makers and finan-
cial institutions", said Jacek Krawczyk and added that 
"Belarusian National Platform of the Eastern Part-
nership Civil Society Forum, which was launched to 
boost the development of civil society and facilitate its dia-
logue with public authorities, could foster such a de-
bate." Business and trade unions ought to be given 
an equal place in this debate, he concluded. 
 
Speaking a day after two political prisoners were released 
from jail by the Belarusian authorities, Mr. Krawczyk re-
iterated his call for the authorities to re-
lease the remaining political prisoners. He said that 
support and assistance to Belarus should be condi-
tional, based on the freeing of these prisoners.  

 At the end of March, President of Belarus Alyaksandr 
Lukashenka held a meet-
ing on privatisation, in 
which he allegedly stated 
that "any company can 
be privatized. Any, with-
out exception". Strange as 
these words may seem from 
a ruler of a country known 
for anything but a vibrant, 
market economy; there may 
be something brewing. Some 
point out that the financial 
crisis may lead the country's 
leader to reconsider the way 
the economy has been han-
dled so far. 
 

Yet privatisation is not a 
cure-all approach, and if 

mishandled, can backfire, warned Jacek Krawczyk, 
Vice-President of the EESC in a seminar entitled 
“Privatization and private entrepreneurship in Bel-
arus – scope for international assistance ", held in 
Warsaw on 17 April. Opened by Polish Minister of For-
eign Affairs, Radosław Sikorski and European Enlargement 
Commissioner, Štefan Füle, the conference mulled over 
privatization requirements and business reforms 
needed in Belarus and looked into the role that the EU 
and international bodies can play. 
 

Jacek Krawczyk speaks on privatisation in Belarus: "yes, but…", 17 April  

Jacek P. Krawczyk (PL) 
 

EESC Vice-President 

In March 2012 we said Congratula-
tions! to two proud new parents, 
Employers’ Group members  
Ms Annika Bröms (Sweden) and 
Mr. Aurel Laurentiu Plosceanu 
(Romania). 
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 MEMBERS’ LIFE    

The average reemploy-
ment rate is estimated at 
41.8% with significant dif-
ferences across regions, 
where in some, built on single 
industries, it was 5% and 
other, benefiting from a dy-
namic multi-sectoral economy 
it could reach 78%. 
 
According to Ms Butaud-
Stubbs and Mr. Haber, "this 
shows that the funds were 
under-consumed due to 
several defects of the de-
vice: the referral proce-
dures too complex for 
states and regions, training 

times much too long (18 months on average for using 
emergency!), and a low reputation.  
How many elected officials, politicians and trade 
unionists from France promoted the European 
Globalisation Adjustment Fund?" 
 
The following suggestions for improvement were ex-
pressed: 
• lowering the threshold to 250 job cuts, as SMEs are 
the leading victims of the crisis 

• using electronic records to accelerate the investiga-
tion of cases 

• including self-employed, subject to limiting the sup-
port to artisans and single-person businesses 

• reserving the EGF to industry and not agriculture 
• and finally, extending the deadline of the aid to work-
ers who have lost their jobs due to the financial and 
economic crisis after 31/12/2011, despite opposition 
by 4 Member States. 

 
"Yes", Ms Butaud-Stubbs and Mr. Haber concluded, 
"Europe is able to show its solidarity and actually 
help employees who are affected by redundancy 
to rebound. And yes, the GEF deserves to be 
known, promoted and improved!"  

Article on the European Globalisation Adjustment Fund (EGF) by 

Emmanuelle Butaud-Stubbs and Jean-Pierre Haber, 21 March 

Emmanue l le  Butaud-
Stubbs, Employers’ Group 
member and General 
Delegate of the Union of 
Textile Industries, and  
Jean-Pierre Haber, Employ-
ers’ Group Delegate of the 
EESC’s Consultative Com-
mission on Industrial 
Change (CCMI) published 
an article on the Euro-
pean Globalisation Ad-
justment Fund (EGF) 
on 21 March entitled 
“Who Knows the 
EGF?”. 
 
 

In the article, they stated that amid talks about protect-
ing the industry, reindustrialization and the return of 
manufacturing crafts, it is worth remembering the 
effective but little-known European system for 
helping retrain redundant workers in the indus-
try. 
 
The European Globalisation Adjustment Fund (EGF), 
established in 2006 with a budget of 500 million euro a 
year, was intended to grant aid to employees of 
industrial sectors and regions buffeted by global-
ization to enable them to receive new education 
in order to access a new job. 
 
A recent assessment conducted by the European Com-
mission found that the EGF has been activated 78 
times by 19 Member States (including France, 
Germany, Italy, Spain, Portugal and Ireland) to 
help reclassify 78,000 employees of industries 
such as automotive, electronics, telecommunica-
tions, and textiles. Nearly 358 million euro were 
granted to retrenched workers, to help them find new 
jobs or start their own businesses. The main reason is 
pointed out to be the crisis (87% of the responses), 
and globalization appears to only have a marginal role.

Jean-Pierre 
Haber (FR) 

 
Delegate of Group I 

Emmanuelle  
Butaud-Stubbs (FR) 

 
Member of Group I 
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 THE APRIL PLENARY   

OPINIONS PRESENTED BY THE MEMBERS OF THE EMPLOYERS' GROUP 
DURING THE PLENARY SESSION OF 25-26 APRIL 2012: 

 
CCMI/093 - Cooperatives and restructuring by Marie Zvolská  
 

INT/612 - Statutory audits of annual accounts and consolidated accounts  
and 
INT/613 - Statutory audit of public-interest entities / specific requirements by 
Peter Morgan 
 

INT/620 - European venture capital funds by Anna Nietyksza 
 

INT/621 - Sound level of motor vehicles by Virgilio Ranocchiari  

 
 
Members of Group I were Co-rapporteurs to opinions, including: 
Brenda King to REX/351 - Global Approach to Migration and Mobility 

 
 
Members of Group I have successfully passed amendments to opinions, most notably the amendments: 
 

by Stefan Back (on the opinion NAT/537 - Promotion of sustainable production and consumption in the EU), 
 

by José María Espuny Moyano (on the opinion NAT/520 - CAP - the Common Agricultural Policy towards 
2020), 
 

by Bernard Huvelin, José Isaías Rodríguez García-Caro, Joost van Iersel and Ivan Voleš (on the opinion 
INT/624-625-626 - Public procurement and award of concession contracts), 
 

by Stefano Mallia and Reet Teder (on the opinion ECO/315 - Cohesion Fund). 
 

 FOR YOUR AGENDA (SAVE THE DATE)  

UPCOMING EVENTS OF GROUP I: 
 
- Meeting of the EESC Bureau members of Group I   22/05/2012,  10:00 – 12:30 
- Meeting of the Group I Bureau   23/05/2012,  09:00 – 10:00 
- Group I meeting   23/05/2012,  10:00 – 13:00 
- Group I thematic meeting on “Cooperation with the Baltic Sea Region”   14-15/06/2012 
- Meeting of the EESC Bureau members of Group I   10/07/2012,  10:00 – 12:30 
- Meeting of the Group I Bureau   11/07/2012,  09:00 – 10:00 
- Group I meeting   11/07/2012,  10:00 – 13:00 
- Group I thematic meeting on “The Future of Youth in Europe”   29-31/08/2012 



The Employers' Group (Group I) has 114 
members, and is made up of entrepreneurs, 
employers and representatives of employer 
associations working in industry, commerce, 
services and agriculture in the 27 Member 
States of the European Union. These are 
women and men involved in the business 
world and in touch with the realities of every-
day life who are willing to put their experi-
ence to use to further the European venture. 

 
Our goal is to promote European integration 
by supporting the development of our busi-
nesses, which play a key role in fostering the 
prosperity of our societies and in creating 
jobs. 
 

In an economically difficult climate, the Euro-
pean Economic and Social Committee is the 
only European institution that brings together 
business people and people fully engaged in the 
economic and social life of their home coun-
try. 
 
A strong, coherent and dynamic Employers' 
Group is therefore crucial to making the voice 
of business heard at European level. 
 
Naturally, the Employers' Group also works 
closely with the five major European business 
organisations – BUSINESSEUROPE, CEEP, 
EUROCHAMBRES, EuroCommerce and 
UEAPME – to which a large number of our 
members also belong. 
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